
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 
  

Opening Comment  
We are well into the Summer now and 
thankfully enjoying some fine spells of 
weather, the only downside being the wind 
strength unless of course you have a yacht. 
It is nice to see a few more people down on 
the pontoons and getting pleasure tinkering 
with their boats and getting them ready for 
forthcoming events. Our Social secretary is 
also working very hard to arrange both 
traditional and new events so please 
support the Club with your attendance 
whenever possible.  
 
In this issue of ‘Portside’ you will find 
another fascinating article from Anthony 
Lane relating to Lightvessels. 
 
As you all know the ongoing renovations to 
the ‘John Sebastian’ will be very 
expensive, so if you know of, or are 
someone reading this that would be 
interested in contributing or helping 
towards these works, and be associated 
with one of the last Trinity House wooden 
Lightvessels left afloat, please contact a 
member of our Committee.  
 

Pete Halliday  

Commodore 
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A LOOK BACK AT SOME CCC DAYS OUT OVER THE YEARS 
 

It is sometimes pleasant to look back and remind ourselves of some of the enjoyable trips and 
events our members have taken part in. Hopefully there will be many more good memories in 
the future, as new members join and new events are planned. 

Some images of CCC 

gatherings and trips 

over the last few 

years 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

Lightship Memories from Anthony Lane 
Relatively recently I obtained an unusually detailed article about a visit to a lightship 
around the date that John Sebastian was built.  The station was not named but the 
vessel involved was of the older design where the lantern was hoisted up the mast at 
dusk and lowered at dawn.  I have included a number of extracts from this article 
which are particularly informative in respect of these largely forgotten ships. 
 The account starts somewhat earlier with a call by a fishing boat to collect mail 
from the light vessel.   
 “Pity we haven’t some newspapers!  They shy us the letters and we shy them the 
news.  Never near a lightship unless you have a bundle of dailies to pitch the men.  It 
amuses the poor fellows and breaks the monotony.  But never give them all on the same 
side; mix the papers judiciously, Tory and Radical, Liberal and Whig, shy them all in, and let 
the readers fight it out amongst them.  It encourages conversation.” 
 ‘As the boat passed under the stern of the double-ended craft the mail came on 
board.  It was not in the least like a post-office package.  It had no bag; it had biscuits!  
There were two biscuits lashed together with the letters between them.   We were to post 
the letters at the nearest box when we got ashore and the biscuits were the usual 
fisherman’s fee for his trouble.’ 
 ‘……And at last after many such catchings, we mustered up courage a few weeks since 
to do what our fisherman had never done and ask permission to see over the ship.’ 
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In the lantern, ‘… the lamps are in threes, hung on gimbals like compasses, and so placed 
in the reflectors that the flame comes exactly in the focus; the reflectors are pierced for 
the passage of the lamp, the brightly polished tube that holds the oil hanging through the 
lower half, the spotless glass standing out through the upper.  Of each group the reflectors 
almost touch, and three bars of light are produced, which combine into one when seen 
from a distance, while their revolution gives the increase and decrease in power.  One of 
the single-wick lamps in these foot-wide reflectors burns three-quarters of a pint per night, 
or thirty-six gallons of oil per year.’                                             continued…………….. 
 

Illustration: A pleasure 
steamer passing 

newspapers to the Nore 
lightship. 

 



  

Lightship Memories continued  
 

‘At sunset, or whenever darkness threatens, the lantern is hoisted out of its house 
as far up the mast as it will go, and then the spindle from the clock comes into action.  
The clock is in a glass case on the deck below.  It is wound by a windlass, runs only for an 
hour and a quarter, and sounds an alarm when approaching the end of its spell.  It has the 
long arm which extends aloft, and a pigmy hand that creeps round a four-inch face, 
divided like the smaller dial of a watch, the divisions being minutes instead of seconds.  
We see the clock wound; it does not take long, but the windlass seems a terrible watch-
key.  The clock is controlled by a balance wheel, having an arrangement by which pieces 
of cork come in to regulate the speed.  It has, in fact, a cork escapement.’ 
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Illustration: Hoisting the lantern at dusk 
aboard a wooden lightship.  This example 

is from the French vessel at ‘Les 
Minquiers,’ but the procedure was the 

same aboard British vessels. 
 

         ‘Aft of the clock (and mast) is the oil 
store, where in four huge iron vats, each 
holding a hundred and twenty gallons, a 
year’s supply of oil is kept.  Opposite is a set 
of imperial measures by which the quantity 
is checked out.  On the wall is a blackboard 
ruled in squares for each day’s consumption 
of oil, wicks and glasses to be chalked 
before being registered in the books.  
Beneath it is a crate of spare panes for the 
lantern, showing the glass to be three-
eighths of an inch thick.  Often these 
windows are broken by birds, which in their 
migrations stream in flocks over the 
lightships, killing themselves with the blow.   
  
 

On the other side of the oil tanks is a dresser with deep drawers.  In the drawers is the 
reserve stock of lamp chimneys, “cylinders” as they are called.  There are over a thousand of 
them, and each is kept separate in a little bin of its own, as if it were a bottle of some 
precious wine.  Near the cylinders are the spare reflectors, and, in fact everything needed to 
keep the light efficient and in repair is in the oil room. On the shelf are two red lamps—the 
danger signals—one to be hoisted at each end of the ship should she break away—a by no 
means impossible occurrence, notwithstanding the bite of the heavy mushroom anchor and 

the strength of the inch-and-a-half iron cable.’ 



  
-  
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Lightship Memories continued  
 
  
 

Illustration: The oil room of a lightship.  On the John Sebastian this would lie 
beneath the skylight immediately to the rear of the present deckhouse. 

 

‘A strange life is that of a lightship keeper, monotonous as that of the monks of old; and yet, 
as with them, all the time is generally occupied.  What leisure there is from the ship’s duties 
is devoted to useful work.  Shoemaking, toymaking, matmaking, are now the chief trades of 
the lightshipmen.  Not so very long ago they used to make hats for yachtsmen out of the 
‘brab’ (fronds of the Palmyra palm) from the West Indies, but now the supply of ‘brab’ has 
ceased, and the hats come wholesale, probably from Luton.’ 
 

Anthony Lane 
 
Source: ‘The Lightship Mail.’ W.J. Gordon, Penny Magazine, ca 1884, p.555-559. 

 



 

Lightvessel 55 Work Party Update  
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The upstairs area of the JS is almost complete; Jason and his team of volunteers have 
done a brilliant job. 
 
Some interior works are now on hold as all efforts are being transferred to the exterior so 
the Port Bow re-planking can be completed. Some further work will also take place to the 
stern deck area making it an even more inviting place to be on a summer evening. 
 
Don’t forget every Tuesday night from 18.30 is Work Party night. As I have said many 
times before it is your Club and only through members efforts can the necessary work be 
completed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fund Raising 

Further to my opening remark on page one the upkeep 
and ongoing renovation of the ‘John Sebastian’ is a 
major undertaking, and as such the Committee are 

always receptive to any ideas you may have regarding 
the raising of funds or supply of materials. A number of 
members have already kindly made both monetary and 
material contributions and I would like to pass on our 
thanks. Please speak to Paul Morris our Treasurer if 

you would like to make a donation. 

  
 

WORK PARTIES EVERY TUESDAY 

EVENING  

from about 18.30, come along and 

lend a hand.  

CCC Basin Rally 

15th – 17th September 

2017 

NOTICES 

Don’t forget the Club is open 
every Thursday and 

Saturday Night from 19.30 

Date for your Diary – this year’s 

Annual General Meeting will be on 

October 26th. 
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Berth A little addition to the crew. 
 

Boat hook A long pole that allows you to be pulled overboard while reaching for the 
mooring buoy when the skipper fails to slow down soon enough. 
 

Boom It’s called the boom for the sound that's made when it hits crew in the 
head on its way across the boat. For slow crew, it's called "boom, boom." 
 

Bottom Paint What you get when the cockpit seats are freshly painted. 
 

Bow A physical act performed to acknowledge those who are applauding your 
boating skills. 
 

Bulkhead Discomfort suffered by sailors who drink too much. 
 

Companionway A double berth. 
 

Crew Heavy, stationary objects used on board ship to hold down charts and 
anchor cushions in place. 
 

Current Tidal flow that carries a boat away from its desired destination, or 
towards a hazard. 
 

Deck A complete set of playing cards. 
 

Deviation Any departure from the Captain's orders. 
 

Displacement When you moor your boat and can't find it later. 
 

Torch Tubular metal container used on board for storing dead batteries prior to 
their disposal. 
 

Head up Leaving the boat toilet seat up. When boat skipper is female, leaving the 
head up is a serious offense. 
 

Landlubber Anyone on board who wishes he were not. 
 

Latitude The number of degrees off course allowed to a guest. 
 

Ram An intricate docking manoeuvre sometimes used by experienced skippers. 
 
Sextant 

 
A cover suspended over the cabin and cockpit to shade certain 
recreational activity. 
 

Shroud Equipment used in connection with a wake. 

 

More Boating Terminology 
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Mid-Summer Ball 

What a cracking evening, unfortunately not as well supported as it could have been, meaning 
the absentees missed a spellbinding performance by Celena and Allan. It was truly one of those 
rare events that you attend when you just don’t want the music to stop. No one wanted this 
performance to end with constant encore calls. 
 
All this was in addition to the evening kicking off with a superb three course meal, so popular 
that some people returned for not only seconds but thirds!  
 
It was a pleasure to see one of CCCs well-liked events returning and watching everyone 
enjoying themselves so much. 

An incredible 

evening 
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Cookery Corner - Speedy Moroccan Meatballs 
xxxxxHICKEN on POTATO GRATIN 

Clever 

 

Method 
 

Heat the oil in a large deep frying pan, then fry the meatballs for 
10 mins, turning occasionally until cooked through. Scoop out of 
the pan and set aside, then cook the onion for 5 mins, until 
softened. 
 
 
Add the dried apricots, cinnamon stick, tomatoes and half a can 
of water to the pan, then bring to the boil and simmer for 10 
mins. Remove the cinnamon stick. Return the meatballs to the 
pan and coat well with the tomato sauce. Serve sprinkled with 
the almonds and coriander. 
 
 

Ingredients 

1 tbsp olive oil 

350g pack ready-made beef or chicken 

meatballs (approx 16) 

1 large onion, sliced 

100g dried apricot, halved 

1 small cinnamon stick 

400g tin chopped tomato with garlic 

25g toasted flaked almond 

A handful of coriander, roughly chopped 

Reference: Good Food 

 

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/glossary/olive-oil
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/glossary/olive-oil
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/glossary/beef
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/glossary/onion
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/glossary/cinnamon
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/glossary/tomato
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SUPERSTITIONS 

Reincarnation - 
 
In the days of sail, dead mariners were believed to be reincarnated in the bodies of 
petrels and seagulls. If one of these birds appeared over a ship in mid ocean it was a 
sign of storms to come. 
The huge albatross of the southern seas held the most awe, to see one meant that a 
storm was a certainty. To kill one brought an eternity of bad luck. This is referenced in 
the poem “The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner” by Coleridge. 
In 1959 a cargo ship named Calpean Star had to carry an Albatross on its way from the 
Antarctic to a zoo in Germany. When the ship docked at Liverpool with engine trouble, 
the crew walked off, claiming that the albatross was responsible for the misfortunes on 
the voyage. Only after the albatross died in its cage a day later was the Captain able to 
find another crew to take the ship out of port.  

Salted Nets ? 

Among today’s seafarers, fishermen are the leaders in the superstition department. 
Even with GPS and sensitive depthsounders, catching fish is still a matter of luck. They 
have some bizarre beliefs, if they see a red-haired person on the way to the boat it’s 
bad luck. Other bad omens include a black valise, a minister and a cross-eyed or flat-
footed person. A fisherman whose finger is stuck by a fishhook will stick the hook into a 
piece of wood to speed the healing process. 

Don’t bring bananas on board, or you won’t catch any fish, and empty your pockets of 
pennies before boarding or your catch will be small. Don’t eat anything before the first 
fish is caught, and the first one caught each day must be spit upon and thrown back. 
Never count your fish until the day is over. And never tell anybody where you made a 
good catch.  

Nets were “salted in” at the beginning of the season to bring good luck. This often took 
the form of a blessing, and sprinkling them with salt. Fishing every day of the week was 
considered unlucky. Those who did it were greedy, and not satisfied with what the gods 
of the ocean provided them with. 

Source : Eric Hanauer 
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Superstitions continued….  Harbingers of Doom 

Flowers are for funerals, and therefore were not welcomed aboard ship. If somebody’s 
sweetheart brought some aboard as a bon voyage gift, they were quickly despatched 
overboard. Clergy weren’t welcomed either, for the same connection with funerals, but 
they weren’t thrown off the ship. If somebody died aboard ship, the body was put 
overboard with an appropriate ceremony for burial at sea. Usually the sailmaker would 
make a shroud and sew the body in, making the last stitch through the victim’s nose. This 
was the final assurance that they were indeed dead, presuming the needle would elicit a 
scream of pain from an unconscious or near-dead victim.  

Sailors had a fatalistic view of drowning. Most of them couldn’t swim, so even bathing in 
the ocean was considered a dangerous temptation of fate. The object of survival was 
staying out of the water, so nobody went in unnecessarily. If someone fell overboard, they 
might not even be thrown a rope because of the belief that their death was already 
preordained. “What the sea wants, the sea will have,” was a philosophical belief. Besides, 
a sacrifice to the sea gods might placate them so no more of the crew would follow. 

The ringing of bells is also associated with funerals, so any sounds mimicking bells were 
thought to forecast a death. The ringing of a wine glass was such a sound, and had to be 
stopped before its reverberation ended. Ship’s bells were exempted from this superstition, 
because they signalled time and the changing of watch duties. But if they rang of their own 
accord, as in a storm, it was thought somebody was going to die. 

 

The tides were thought to have an effect on death. If someone was 
gravely ill or wounded, death would come on an ebb tide, as though life 
were ebbing away. 

A Jonah could be a sailor whose last ship had bad luck, an unlucky ship, 
or even an unlucky object like a black bag. The offending person or 
object would be sent off the ship at the first opportunity. 

Stepping aboard a ship with your left foot first, or losing a bucket 
overboard, or seeing rats leaving the ship brings bad luck. It is lucky to 
have tattoos, to have a black cat on board, to throw a pair of old shoes 
overboard, and to have a child born on the ship.   

Davey Jones’ Locker was the mariner’s version of hell where the devil 
held sway among sunken ships, souls of dead sailors, and anything that 
fell overboard. Davey’s surname is thought to be a corruption of Jonah.  

Fiddler’s Green, also located beneath the sea was a sailor’s heaven 
where winsome, willing wenches danced to merry fiddlers’ tunes while 
grog and beer flowed freely from bottomless jugs. 
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Interesting Facts about Bristol 

Part of New York City was built on the rubble of Bristol 
 
Waterside Plaza in New York City was built upon the rubble of bombed-out Bristol. There’s a 
plaque to commemorate it next to the fountains on the Harbourside overlooking the East 
River. 
During WWII U.S. and Canadian merchant vessels heavily loaded with weapons due for 
offloading in Bristol to support the war effort required ballast for their empty return journeys, 
so the residents of Bristol many of whose homes had been utterly destroyed by the Luftwaffe’s 
air assault, loaded these ships with the rubble of the city. Acting as the ballast, these literal 
chunks of England ended up in the U.S., where merchant vessels offloaded them into the East 
River before picking up fresh cargo for Europe. The resulting landfill created the area known 
as Bristol Basin, so literally part of New York is actually built on part of England. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Highbury Vaults was where prisoners 
used to take their last meal 
 
Now a quaint traditional boozer at the top of St 
Michael’s Hill, The Highbury Vaults was once the last 
holding place of prisoners who were due to be hung at 
the top of the hill, this was where they ate their very 
last meal. 

 

 
 

The Plaque which 

commemorates the small 

outcropping of land near 

25th Street that houses 

the architectural 

landmark Waterside 

Plaza, as well as a small 

stretch of the FDR 

drive, which was made 

out of landfill from the 

City of Bristol during 

WWII. 
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Redcliffe Caves  

Just round the corner from Bathurst Basin are Redcliffe Caves, a series of man made 
tunnels beneath the Redcliffe area of Bristol, England. 

The Triassic red sandstone was dug into during the Middle Ages to supply sand for glass 
making and pottery production. Further excavation took place from the 17th to early 19th 
centuries and the areas used for storage of trade goods.  

There is also some evidence that prisoners captured during the Napoleonic Wars were 
imprisoned in the caves, but it is clear that the local folklore that slaves were imprisoned 
in the caves during the Bristol slave trade is false.  

After the closure of the last glass factory the caves were used for storage and became a 
rubbish dump. The caves are not generally open but have been used for film and music 
events and are accessible during the Bristol Open doors event normally held in September. 

The explored and mapped area covers over 1 acre, however several parts are no longer 
accessible and the total extent of the caves is not fully known. 

Source Wikipedia 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Ship Disguised as a Tropical Island 
 
The HNLMS Abraham Crijnssen a Dutch minesweeper was based at Surabaya in the 
Netherlands East Indies when Japan invaded in 1941. Following the Allied defeats at the 
Battles of the Java Sea and Sunda Strait in March 1942, all Allied ships were ordered to 
withdraw to Australia. Abraham Crijnssen was meant to sail with three other warships, but 
found herself proceeding alone. 
To escape detection by Japanese aircraft the ship was heavily camouflaged with jungle 
foliage, giving the impression of a small tropical island. The Ship’s crew cut down trees 
and branches from nearby islands, and arranged the cuttings to form a jungle canopy 
covering as much of the ship as possible. Any hull still exposed was painted to resemble 
rocks and cliffs. To further the illusion, the ship would remain close to shore, anchored 
and immobile during daylight, and only sail at night. She headed for Fremantle, Western 
Australia, where she arrived on 20 March 1942; Abraham Crijnssen was the last vessel to 
successfully escape Java, and the only ship of her class in the region to survive. 

 

 

Bristol History 

The Llandoger Trow 
 
The Llandoger Trow in King Street was built in 1664. The name derives from the Welsh 
village of Llandogo on the River Wye and trows which were a type of flat bottomed 
barge. The pub was named by Captain Hawkins, a sailor who came from Llandogo and ran 
the pub. The building was originally a row of three houses and built on a timber box frame, 
with brick stacks. The pub has an 18th-century shop front, but the main door dates from the 
20th century. The pub was partially destroyed by a bomb in World War II, but three of the 
original five projecting gables remain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 It is rumoured that Daniel Defoe met Alexander Selkirk in the Llandoger on whom he based 
his book Robinson Crusoe. The Llandoger is also supposed to be the model for The Admiral 
Benbow pub in the book 'Treasure Island', Blackbeard who also came from Bristol probably 
would have had a drink at The Llandoger, however none of this can be proven.  
Although the pub now has three cellars there may have been more than this with a network 
of underground tunnels, the remains of one was found in 1962 when the pub was refurbished 
but sadly was destroyed when steel piling had to be sunk 43ft down into the marsh to hold it 
up. During that renovation, seven original fireplaces were also uncovered.  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redcliffe,_Bristol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Red_Sandstone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_ages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napoleonic_Wars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bristol_slave_trade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surabaya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netherlands_East_Indies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allies_of_World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_the_Java_Sea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Sunda_Strait
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fremantle,_Western_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fremantle,_Western_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gable
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Bristol Harbour Festival by Tony Boyce – Pontoon Marshall 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

I hope you all enjoyed this year’s Harbour Festival. The weather could have 
been a little better for us, but by what I saw it did not dampen the spirits of all 
who attended. 
Can I thank all boat owners for your co-operation in mooring up for the event 
which went smoothly with all lending a hand when needed, which is what the 
Club is all about. 
Can I say a special thanks to Mark Nash on ‘Sea Dancer’ for his help, as always 
every year with dinghy at the ready to put the barrier with signage across the 
water to close off the pontoon, and remove it again after the event. 
This was my 27

th
 year as your Pontoon Marshall and I enjoyed it as much as my 

first. Next year the ‘Shipshape and Best Dressed’ boat awards will be brought 
back and I will keep pressing for the return of the fireworks. 
I have a few comments to make at the post event debrief, if you have any let 
me know. 
I hope you enjoy the rest of the boating season. 
 
Best Wishes  

Tony 
 
 
 
(Once again a big thanks from us all to Tony for his efforts in ensuring the smooth 
running of the CCC pontoon.  27 years, you must be a real glutton for punishment–Ed)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Pontoon Safety 
In view of a couple of incidents on the pontoons recently can 
people please take extra care.  A splash of water on some of 
the smoother sections can turn the surface into a skating 
rink. A simple slip can turn into a much more serious 
situation very quickly. If there is damage to any pontoons 
that require attention please make Frank Pring our Moorings 

Officer aware of the problem. 
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 Remaining 2017 Championship Races 
 

   DATE                      WEEKS BETWEEN RACES  VENUE        COUNTY        EVENT                         RACING     SOCIAL  TRAINING 

 

Fancy watching some Thundercat Racing this year in the 
Bristol Channel, well from the 11th -13th August the 
Championship will be visiting Clevedon again after the 
success of last years event.  

For those of you unaware of this form of racing it was 
originally conceived back in the 80's when a slightly 
abnormal South African decided to strap an outboard 
motor to a small rubber boat (known then as a pencil 
boat) and race it down the rapids.. a few years later and 
now the boats have evolved into purpose built 4m 
inflatable catamarans coupled with 50hp outboard 
motors. A driver and co driver work together competing 
in three challenging disciplines, with National, European 
and World titles up for grabs!   You can view the boats 
from Clevedon Sea Front as the racing all takes place in 
the Bay. 

 Thundercat Racing 

Bristol Channel Yachting Association Events 2017  
(see website for more details www.bcya.org.uk) 
JULY 

Pembrokeshire Cruiser Racing Club   Tenby Passage Race   22nd July  22nd July  

Pembrokeshire Yacht Club    Regatta    30th July  30th July  

North Devon Yacht Club    Open Week    31st July  5th August 

AUGUST  

Pembroke Haven Yacht Club   Angle Regatta   5th August  5th August 

Thornbury Sailing Club    Thornbury Week   14th Aug  18th August  

BCYA ENGLISH COAST RALLY   WATCHET    26th August  27th August 

Cardiff Harbour Authority    Extreme sailing event   25th August  28th August 

Pembroke Cruiser Racing Club   PCRC Dale Weekend   26th August  27th August 

North Devon Yacht Club    Redwing Nationals   27th August  1st Sept 

SEPTEMBER  

Newport & Uskmouth Sailing Club   Regatta    2nd Sept  3rd Sept 

Portishead Cruising Club    Holmes Race    9th Sept  9th Sept  

Barry Yacht Club     Highlight Race    30th Sept  30th Sept 
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Bristol 
Tide 
Times 

JULY 

SEPTEMBER 

  AUGUST 

copyright Bristol City Council 
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Please contact us for inclusion of your organisation or details of any events 

Useful Contacts 

Name   VHF Channel  Phone 

 

Seaward 
Harbour Master  73  01179 031484 
Bristol VTS (A’mouth)  12  01179 822257 
City Docks Radio  14  01179 273633 
Portishead Marina  80  01275 841941 
Sharpness Lock  13  01453 511968 
Cardiff Barrage  18  02920 700234 
Penarth Marina  80  02920 705021 

 

Inland 
Netham Lock     01179 776590 
Hanham Lock     07711 403474 
 

Police 
Community Police    101 

 



  

 Useful Contacts 
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If you would like to advertise your organisation 

in ‘Portside’ please get in touch via the e-mail 

address on the back page 



  

Cabot Cruising Club Officers and Committee Members 
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President:   Bernie Rowe 
 
Vice Presidents:  Martin Peters 

Peter Corcoran 
 

Commodore:  Pete Halliday 
 
Vice Commodore: Ben Ewing (Social Secretary) 

 
Rear Commodore: Frank Pring (Moorings Officer) 

 

 
Bar Chairman:  Dennis Ludwell  
Hon Secretary:  Lynda Halliday 
Hon Treasurer:  Paul Morris 
 
Committee:  Stuart Lees    -Boat Events Organiser 

Phoebe Arrowsmith-Brown -Health & Safety 
Jason  Pullinger   -Bosun 
Don Norris    -Website & Advertising 
Diane Davis     

    Pat Ludwell   -Membership Secretary 
 

 

Thursday and Saturday 

evenings are club nights. 

From 19.30 our doors are 

open to members, guests and 

anyone who would just like a 

convivial atmosphere to have 

a drink and a chat. Have a 

look at our Facebook page or 

log on to our website for 

more information: 

www.cabotcruisingclub.co.uk 

Why Not Visit Us? 

http://www.cabotcruisingclub.co.uk/


 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We hope you enjoyed this issue. If 
you have any contributions please 
e-mail them to us for inclusion in 
the next copy. 

At the Stern 
 

Editors Contact Details: 
 

‘PORTSIDE’ 
  

E-Mail: 

p.halliday594@btinternet.com 
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Disclaimer 
 

Any information or 

observations made 

in this publication 

are given in good 

faith, and third 

party remarks are 

not necessarily the 

opinion of the 

editor. 

Accreditation has 

been given when 

and where available 

 

Cabot Cruising Club 
 ‘John Sebastian’ 
John Sebastian 

Quay 
Bathurst Basin 

Bristol 
BS1 6SG 
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Where did the name Bristol originate?   

 
Originally a Saxon name: Brycg stowe means 
the place by the bridge, however little is 
known for sure about its origins. The ow of 
stowe probably became corrupted to ol due to 

local accents. 

Forthcoming Harbour Events 
 
CHARITY DRAGON BOAT RACE – BALTIC WHARF  
SATURDAY 2nd SEPTEMBER 2017, 1000 − 1700 HRS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
BRISTOL ROWING CLUB CORPORATE ROWING REGATTA BRISTOL 
MARINA TO SS GREAT BRITAIN TO BALTIC WHARF  
SUNDAY 10th SEPTEMBER 2017, 0900 – 1500 HRS  
 
BRISTOL HALF MARATHON – VIA PRINCE STREET BRIDGE  

SUNDAY 17th SEPTEMBER 2017, 0830 − 1400 HRS  

Onboard the ‘John Sebastian’ 
Make a note in your diaries of these forthcoming events: 

 
9th/10th September   - Bristol Open Doors 
 

15th/16th/17th September  - CCC Basin Rally 


